Conscious Communication & Leadership for the New Paradigm

"No problem can be solved from the same level of consciousness that created it.”

Albert Einstein

Having conscious communication and leadership tools to immediately shift the way we
speak to and connect with ourselves and others is not only important now, it’s essential. At
Amazing International Inc., with a combined 75 years experience in personal and business
transformation, we are uniquely positioned to help you create intimacy and connection in
this virtual world. As a leader, it is more important than ever to learn to navigate challenging
conversations and heightened emotions, and be a safe place for your team to stay and grow.
In our New Paradigm Leader program, you and your team will be supported, guided, and
coached to step more fully into the leaders you desire to BE for your business, customers
and clients, family, friends, and communities.
NEW PARADIGM LEADER: Leadership Training From the Inside Out
We are in a time of great change. To adapt to this change - to survive and indeed thrive - we
need to shift out of old thinking into something higher. A new way of elevating ourselves,
our conversations and the consciousness with which we lead. The old thinking brought us
here, new thinking will lift us out. For there to be an evolution of consciousness and
leadership…Something actually has to evolve. That something, or someone, is you.
Improve communication within your organization and deepen your connection to your
employees and coworkers through this exclusive corporate training program. During this
unprecedented time, people are going to respond to and remember how you made them
feel. This program is designed to bring out the essential skills necessary for your unique
leadership to create a safe and expansive environment for all.
Together, we will explore
1. What this time is asking of you and your leadership
2. How to create a safe space for people to speak about and share their feelings
3. The language of leadership and the power of your words
4. How you show up as a leader and lead the conversation
5. How to create real and meaningful connection in virtual meetings

6. Work/life balance and what that can look like
7. How to explore what this pandemic is revealing to you about yourself and transform
it into your leadership asset
Benefits of New Paradigm Leader:
• Know how to speak and lead through challenging conversations to create greater
connection and understanding.
• Create a safer place where people feel heard and know they matter.
• Stay in the present moment and navigate emotional conversations while remaining openhearted.
• How to have safe, authentic and effective conversations and leverage the strengths of
each individual - no matter where they work from (home, office, remote locations).
• Learn tools to be an effective, caring leader who is able to serve the needs of those you
are called to lead without stepping over or ignoring your own needs for health, calm,
balance, compassion and connection.
• Have a safe community of leaders who will provide you with a place to be heard and
seen, without imposition.
This program is for
• Executives, Directors, Managers, Team Leaders
• Intact Teams and Remote Teams
• HR Professionals and Staff

Our programs are proven, time-tested, experiential, interactive and intimate - even on
Zoom - which gives your people the opportunity to learn tools and have immediate
opportunities to practice them in real time. This creates more sustainable change which in
turn creates faster, better results and returns.
Our passion is supporting your people to feel more empowered to make a greater
contribution, with a genuine care about success and impact within the company as well as
their communities and the world at large. We provide the training, coaching and support
they need to lead from their authentic core and strength and to create meaningful and
sustainable results. That means greater connection to your company and increased
productivity. When people feel good about what they are doing and feel more purposeful,
enjoy greater satisfaction in their lives overall, and bring more care, effort and productivity
to their work.

This program can be fully customized to meet your team's unique needs.

•
•

Delivered as a series of full day, half day or 90-minute Zoom meetings.
Followed up with ongoing support by our trained experts to help implement and
maintain the New Paradigm Leader culture, practices and strategies.

•

Supported with Private Coaching packages for your leadership team.

Creating and Leading Meaningful Connection, Especially During This Time...
During these times of uncertainty, insecurity and so much change, AI is a safe environment
where professionals can express themselves, discuss their challenges and fears and be
supported to transmute them into successes while feeling supported and heard. Research
has proven that when people feel respected, they will contribute more because their needs
are being met.
It is our mission to help people recognize their full potential as a business leader and
as an individual, and help them find fulfillment, both personally and professionally.

About Our Company
Amazing International, Inc. (AI) is a leadership development and conscious communication
organization, born from a deep passion to provide personal and leadership development
to the professional.
With distinct and proven products and services, AI provides valuable and meaningful tools,
training, team and individual support that help professionals grow into the leaders they are
meant to be.
Founded on years of leadership expertise and grounded in practical application, AI takes a
holistic approach to assess, encourage and educate those who want to achieve a greater
understanding of themselves and their role as a leader in the business world and in the
world at large.
We bridge the internal landscape with practical, interpersonal and business skill
development to provide a customized approach to integrated leadership, heart-centered
management and conscious communication techniques from a unique perspective.

AI revolutionizes leadership by teaching individuals how to make a positive change in their
lives and the lives of others.

About Our Team
Tracey Trottenberg-Kansas has spoken to, trained and coached tens of thousands of
corporate leaders, teams, entrepreneurs, women in business, speakers and authors
internationally. With over twenty-five years in corporate and as an entrepreneur, she has
shared the stage with luminaries such as Les Brown, Marianne Williamson, Lisa Nichols and
others. Tracey is an Award-Winning Speaker, Creator and Co-Author of the book “Faces of
the New Feminine Leadership.”
George Peter Kansas is an international speaker, recognized coach, and respected
intuitive guide to performers, athletes, C-suite executives and entrepreneurs. A speaker for
three decades, George has shared the marquis with inspirational greats like Zig Ziglar,
Denis Waitley and Brian Tracy. George has written 9 books, is a former lawyer, father and
grandfather, 2-time cancer survivor, and now “presence advisor” to some of America’s most
talented performers. He wrote the Jumper Cables for the Soul series of books and just
completed an updating rewrite of the perennial classic “The Science of Getting Rich”.
For over 50 years, Kristy Deegan has impacted the lives of corporate leaders, executive
teams, entrepreneurs and business owners internationally through her coaching and
training, moving businesses to multi seven figure numbers, including her own international
construction management company in Mexico. Early in her career, Kristy was a psychiatric
nurse with inpatient, outpatient and crisis intervention. She became the Director of Nurses
for a long term psychiatric hospital and then managed 4 clinics (multiphasic testing) where
she doubled the patient load and decreased expenses by 30%. She moved into Hospital
Management consulting and successfully guided the creation of “work together” cultures.
Kristy was chosen as the “Woman of the Month” by P.O.W.E.R. Magazine (Professional
Organization of Women of Excellence Recognized).
Lisa Enochs has designed and led programs throughout the U.S., Mexico, Barbados and
Trinidad for groups both large and small - in English and in French - and loves creating
programs that give back to the community. She has been doing corporate entertainment,
team building and training for over 20 years. A Certified Trainer in DISC and Emotional
Intelligence, she’s gifted at creating a safe atmosphere for groups to learn new, more
effective ways to communicate with one another and learn about themselves. She has
been a member of the AI team for over two years, and is deeply passionate about
connecting corporate to charity and community.

Testimonials:
Here’s what people are saying about us:
“Unprecedented growth, most profitable year and exceeded expectations”

“We became ‘us’ instead of ‘me’”

“I now have a better understanding of how I tick”

“Immediate impact on our leadership team and managers directly”

“Using your unique approach, we exceeded our mutual expectations and established a
stronger foundation of self belief, confidence and an environment of open, honest
communication with management. Measurable results include more than doubling the
annual average rate and an unprecedented growth in employee satisfaction scores
at more than double any previous years. Other notable contributions were in the personal
development of several executive level managers. The Resort had its most profitable year
by far, and all executives earned personal bonuses as a result. My personal thanks for
helping me through your coaching to becoming an even better leader, with teaching me
how to better manage my time and improve my personal integrity through prioritizing
tasks and living up to my commitments – these continue to serve me well. It was a
pleasure working with you and I very much look forward to a ‘repeat performance’.”
by J. Lesker, General Manager

“It was amazing working with you again during the Leadership Conference. I value the
time we spent together and I am now better able to draw from your incredible
coaching skills and reflect on things with each session. I came away with a lot of insight
and a better understanding of what makes me tick and how I can shape my
leadership style to be most effective.” by MG, Association Executive

Give as you grow

About Our Non Profit
Voices For Love, Inc. is an approved 501c3 charitable corporation created to expand
consciousness, magnify impact, and spread the experience of love, kindness, and wellbeing in mind, body, emotion, and spirit on this planet by supporting passion projects with
education, training, scholarships, fund-raising, awareness, support, community,
empowerment, and/or encouragement.
Voices For Love supports conscious difference-makers engaged in work that makes the
world a safer, more loving, and compassionate place for children, women, men, animals,
the Earth, and all life. We support those people’s efforts, their leadership, and the loving
causes they’re involved in.

Contact: us@amazinginternational.org

